
Heavy Duty Aluminum Pipe
Mount - 3/4 to 1 1/4 Inch
Part #216107

$85.99

This heavy duty aluminum pipe mount is designed to provide a secure mounting base for pedestals and holders
on pipes or bars that may be hard to get around otherwise.

The mount includes M4 threaded holes that fit the AMPS pattern. The AMPS holes are offset at 90 degrees to
allow for horizontal or vertical attachment.

The pipe mount includes thumb screws to allow the mount to be easily added or removed from a pipe without the
need for tools. Bolts are also included for a more secure and permanent installation.

Includes M4 x 12mm Fasteners, Lock Washers, Clamp Plate, Back Bracket, Thumb Screws, Bolts Flat Washers
and Allen wrench

Features
For installation of devices on pipes and bars and
provides an AMPS hole pattern that is compatible with
ProClip holders and pedestals.

Fits Round Bars 3/4" to 1 1/4" in Diameter (19-
30mm)
Fits Square Bars with Side Walls 11/16" to 7/8"
Wide (16-22mm)
Mounting plate is 1 3/4" by 2" (50 x 42mm)
Threaded M4 holes fit the AMPS hole pattern
90 degree offset AMPS for horizontal or vertical
mounting
Includes bolts and thumb screws to make it easy
to add or remove as needed.
The face plate accommodates all ProClip device
holders and other device holders with the AMPS
hole pattern

Standard website promos do not apply to this item.

Compatibility

Specifications

Fits Round Bars 3/4" to 1 1/4" in Diameter (19-
30mm)
Fits Square Bars with Side Walls 11/16" to 7/8"
Wide (16-22mm)
Includes thumb screws and bolts to allow for
easy on/off or more permanent installation.
Great for round or square bars and pipes.
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Image Gallery

Mounting Options

Pedestal Mounts Custom Vehicle Mounts Forklift Mounts
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